reVISit: Supporting Scalable Evaluation of Interactive Visualizations
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Abstract
reVISit is an open-source software toolkit and framework for creating, deploying, and monitoring empirical visualization studies. Running a quality empirical study in visualization can be demanding and resource-intensive, requiring substantial time, cost, and technical expertise from the research team. These challenges are amplified as research norms trend towards more complex and rigorous study methodologies, along with the need to evaluate more complex interactive visualizations. reVISit aims to ameliorate these challenges by introducing a domain-specific language for study set-up, a series of software components, such as UI elements, behavior provenance, and an experiment monitoring and management interface. Together with interactive or static stimuli provided by the experimenter, these are compiled into a ready-to-deploy web-based experiment. We demonstrate reVISit’s functionality by re-implementing two studies — a graphical perception task and a more complex, interactive study. reVISit is an open-source community project, available at https://revisit.dev/.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Software prototype—Visualization systems and tools—Empirical Study

1 Introduction
Well-designed visualization experiments help us understand how people and visualizations interact, allowing us to gain insight into the cognitive processes underlying data visualization use. They are also a primary method of evaluating emerging visualization techniques, comparing competing visualizations across tasks, and helping us understand and validate choices when communicating data at scale. Conducting visualization studies can be challenging, however. A research team often requires one or more members with significant technical expertise to create a robust visualization study. Visualization systems or experiment stimuli may also use complicated visualization frameworks, client-server architectures, front-end toolkits, databases, among other technologies. There are also significant complexities in crafting experiments: randomization, attention checks, handling invalid operations, data tracking, etc. Moreover, an ex-
periment will likely have multiple variations for piloting, demo, or validation purposes. These efforts require rich experience in both software engineering and experiment design. Visualizations themselves are also becoming more complex. For instance, stimuli are changing from static pictures or simple charts \([1, 4, 11, 12, 20, 25]\) to animated or even interactive visualizations \([2, 9, 16]\). Experiments may also blend qualitative and quantitative approaches, requiring more effort in development.

Fortunately, progress in visualization theory, practice, and technology shows a path forward. Web-based visualization frameworks and web technology are entering a mature era. Visualization specifica-
tions and grammars help define and create visualizations. Recent developments in visualization experiment practice bring better study designs, methodologies, statistical approaches, and tools for analyzing study data, while simultaneously pushing for more transparency. These advances provide a promising baseline to explore new possibilities. Nevertheless, to date, public and open visualization study infrastructure has not kept pace with these developments. Research teams often use ad-hoc solutions for their experiments or recycle one-off prototypes from other labs. General alternatives such as Qualtrics or SurveyMonkey offer solutions to some (but not all) of these problems, yet are closed, commercial environments, hence are only accessible to well-resourced research teams. The nature of these platforms makes setups difficult to share,hampering reproducibility.

To remedy these issues, our team is developing reviSIt as a community-focused open-source effort to build tools for creating visualization studies. In this paper, we introduce a first reviSIt prototype with core functionalities. reviSIt’s expressive low-code study specification schema supports a range of visualization experiments. reviSIt’s framework and reusable components aim to reduce the time and effort to refine study prototypes and final designs. reviSIt’s integrated interaction provenance data tracking produces ready-to-analyze datasets of participant behavior, allowing researchers to revisit individual moments and patterns in study activity. reviSIt’s experiment monitoring interface gives real-time overviews of study progress. Finally, reviSIt studies can be packaged and shared supporting transparency and reproducibility.

Our contribution is in the spirit of an applications note—a short paper with the goal of informing the visualization research community of newly developed technologies addressing common challenges of broad interest. We believe this applications note is consistent with calls for research and approaches that are necessary to tackle the increasing complexity of empirical studies in the visualization community while also addressing practical pain points for research teams in our community.

We demonstrate the utility of reviSIt by recreating Cleveland & McGill’s graphical perception comparison task \([4]\) and a multivariate network visualization evaluation \([16]\).

2 Background

We first give an overview of representative studies that could benefit from reviSIt and then discuss other related frameworks.

2.1 Empirical Studies in Visualization

Empirical studies in visualization involve conducting experiments to understand how people interact with visual encodings of data, with the aim of understanding human behavior, perception, cognition, or improving the design and effectiveness of visualizations. Many experiments present stimuli, followed by a corresponding question per trial. For instance, Cleveland & McGill’s graphical perception experiment contains comparison tasks to measure how well people can retrieve data from different visual channels. Related studies targeting perceptual issues in visualization are common \(e.g. [11, 20, 22, 24]\). Likewise, Borkin et al. investigated what makes a visualization memorable by presenting participants with a sequence of static images and subsequently asking if they had seen an image before \([1]\). The trial format also has been adopted by many visualization literacy assessments \([3, 8, 12]\). Notably, many recent studies are conducted as online experiments, placing a high technical burden on the experimenters. Also, while some examples use standard form fields for responses, others require custom widgets for providing answers such as for drawing bars \([13]\) or icon arrays \([18]\).

Over the last decade, advances in web-based visualization frameworks have facilitated the development of interactive data visualizations, opening up many new opportunities for research on interaction methods and more complex tasks \([26]\). For instance, Nobre et al. compare interactive multivariate node-link diagrams and adjacency matrices in a crowdsourced experiment \([16]\). For experiments like these, the technical burden of developing interactive, validated stimuli is significant, which is aggravated by a lack of integrated participant tracking and experimentation frameworks.

2.2 Experiment Frameworks

Empirical studies are not unique to data visualization; here we discuss both, generic experiment frameworks as well as those that are explicitly designed for visualization studies. A small fraction of simple studies can be done using Google Forms. A more advanced framework is SurveyMonkey, a commercial cloud-based software that covers the development, deployment, and data collection phase of survey-style experiments \([21]\). Qualtrics is a similar commercial service that supports more complex experiment logic and provides data analysis functions \([17]\). Such systems can accommodate custom interactive stimuli, but lack integration between the stimuli and the experiment framework, which is often desirable for debugging studies and analyzing data. Using commercial GUI-based systems also often results in limited reproducibility \(e.g.\), the experimental setup can’t be easily submitted with a publication), and are an impediment to replication studies, for the lack of having the setup available and having access to the commercial tool. JsPsych is a mature open-source JavaScript framework that provides a collection of tools for creating behavioral experiments in JavaScript but requires substantial programming skills to use \([6]\). Experimentr (developed by our team) is a similar effort in the visualization community, but also can require substantial web development expertise for module development \([10]\). reviSIt differs in focus by supporting more complex interactive visualizations and developing a low-code specification language in addition to library components. reviSIt is orthogonal to participant recruiting platforms such as Prolific, Amazon Mechanical Turk and Lab in the Wild \([19]\), and can be used with any of these.

3 The reviSIt Study Framework

reviSIt is envisioned to be an end-to-end visualization experiment support framework, including both the study framework, that enhances experiment development with integrated features such as study provenance tracking and reusable components, as well as debugging and analysis capabilities. In this paper, we focus on the study framework only \(Figure 1.1-5\). We previously developed a study data analytics interface, also called reviSIt \([15]\), which is distinct from the study framework we introduce here, but will be integrated in the future \(see Figure 1.5\).

reviSIt introduces several innovations, including a domain-specific language (DSL) for defining experiments, reusable components for common experiment features \(e.g.\), consent forms, literacy tests), and administrative interfaces for managing experiments. These are supported by the integration of a provenance tracking library \([5]\) and data management capabilities \(e.g.\) database options, tidy data export, etc.). Finally, reviSIt is designed to be self-contained for portability and transparency.

The basic workflow of generating a study with reviSIt is shown in Figure 1. First, experimenters design the experiment flow and
generate a specification describing the study using the DSL. In their scaffolding script, they specify study components. Components can be selected from pre-existing modules, such as consent forms or standardized tests, or they can be custom, as would commonly happen for study stimuli. Components can be created based on a markdown file, forms, images, HTML/JavaScript, and React components. Finally, the specification and stimuli are compiled into an interactive web app, which can be deployed to the web. Once a study is compiled, it can be viewed in an admin interface, which can be used to browse and debug the study quickly.

After participants complete the study, data can either be downloaded at the end of a trial (for serverless deployment, e.g., in a lab or field study) or stored on a server. We provide interfaces and examples for storing the data in Firebase, but Firebase can be easily replaced with custom data stores. Once data was collected, it can be analyzed using standard tools, such as R, or explored with the reVISit analytics interface [15].

3.1 A DSL for Study Configuration

reVISit introduces reVISit.spec — a declarative DSL [14] for specifying visualization experiments. reVISit.spec uses Hjson\(^1\), a human-readable JSON-like data format that compiles to JSON. reVISit is designed to be a flexible framework that allows experimenters to easily define study structures, trials, and different components using key-value associations. It supports diverse customizable components, including consent, training, practice, trials, and post-study surveys. To help experimenters get started quickly, reVISit provides templates and example replications of various studies that can be easily adapted (e.g., reordering trial sequences, adding/deleting components, or changing any content like stimuli and questions). This specification is parsed and compiled into a working experiment, including core reVISit data management and tracking by default.

The flexible reVISit.spec, paired with the stimulus formats, enables the framework to support various experiment structure types common in visualization studies, including multi-block trials like those used in graphical perception and color studies (e.g. [4, 22]), as well as more complex visualizations used in task-based studies (e.g. [16]). Listing 1 shows a partial example specifying a dynamic stimulus (the Cleveland-McGill bar chart) implemented as a React component. The values of the bar chart and the selected bars are specified in a data object that is passed to the React component. The correct answer and the task prompt are also specified. In this case, a response field used for the task is specified, including prompt and parameters for data validation. The complete example is available via the reVISit website.

We also provide commonly used UI elements for survey questions that can be specified in the reVISit.spec. Data can be collected via form elements defined in the specification or through callbacks and hooks when using JS or React to implement complex stimuli.

reVISit.spec configurations can be written manually, or generated through an external automated process (e.g., generating simulated data in R), or within the logic of a component itself. reVISit currently supports the explicit ordering of components, but randomization strategies are an immediate next milestone.

3.2 reVISit Interface Components

As a visualization experiment framework, reVISit includes necessary interfaces and interface components to help experimenters in the design and deployment process.

3.2.1 Study Interface

reVISit provides a set of common experiment interface components that can be configured via reVISit.spec. Default layouts for experiments include a left sidebar that provides study instructions,

```json
components: {
  consent: {
    type: markdown
    path: cleveland/consent-cm.md
    buttonText: Agree
  }
  trials: {
    type: container
    order: ["bubbleChart", "stackedBarChart"]
    component: {
      bubbleChart: {
        instruction: What percentage is the smaller value?
        type: react-component
        path: BubbleChart.txt
        parameters: {
          data: {
            name: "A", value: 30
            name: "B", value: 40
          }
          selectedIndices: [0, 1]
        }
        response: {
          id: cm-response
          prompt: Your answer
          required: true
          location: sidebar
          type: numerical
          placeholder: Answer 0-100
          max: 100
          min: 0
        }
        nextButtonLocation: sidebar
        instructionLocation: sidebar
      }
      // More stimuli would be defined here
    }
  }
}
```

Listing 1. A snippet of a reVISit.spec configuration for the Cleveland & McGill experiment, using a React stimulus.

inputs, legends, or any other additional content (see Figure 1.3). The experiment header provides study navigation, awareness features, as well as help functionality for participants. These UI components can be displayed or hidden based on their configuration.

The interface also provides rich form fields that are automatically tracked as participants complete a study. For example, the specification in Section 3.1 defines a numeric input, which is rendered as a text box that also performs input validation.

These pre-built features are intended to speed-up the design and development of studies while being flexibly deployed or used on-demand.

3.2.2 Admin Interface

Debugging and pilot testing are essential when developing a new study. reVISit supports such efforts through an administrative sub-interface as part of the main study interface (see Figure 1). Driven by the configuration file, this view provides a compact visualization of the study layout (Figure 1.3), which doubles as a navigation bar. Individual tasks fill the sidebar, allowing experimenters to navigate to study stages of interest (rather than the common method of rapidly taking the survey to reach a particular page). Task/trial cards are designed to be bound to a single participant’s data when available, also indicating the performance on a task.

3.3 Provenance Tracking and Data Management

One challenge with many experiments is deciding what to track. Logging every mouse movement, for example, may lead to increased data size, with potentially little benefit. Conversely, logging too little can lead to ambiguous and difficult-to-interpreted results during design

\(^1\)https://hjson.github.io/
and final deployment/analysis. reVISit tightly integrates track [5], a visualization provenance library developed and maintained by our team, which we have used before to track study meta-data and detailed interaction provenance in two experiments [7, 16].

In any experiment built using the reVISit framework, all responses and experiment metadata, such as progress, attributes of questions, and sequence are automatically recorded. Researchers seeking task-level provenance data, such as mouse movements or keystrokes, are able to integrate such provenance tracking inside stimuli. This can be achieved through either utilizing the track library or implementing a custom solution in the stimuli.

reVISit provides both online and offline data storage solutions. Researchers have the freedom to pass the data to a cloud storage system (our demo uses Firestore), store it on a private server, or download the experiment data after a trial is complete (which is useful for laboratory studies or debugging sessions). Provenance data are stored in JSON format and can be exported to a tidy CSV format [23] for analysis in popular tools.

3.4 Deployment
Deploying reVISit is an essential part of a researcher's workflow. Our suggested deployment steps for a reVISit study involve forking the GitHub repository, modifying the configuration files, and thereafter, committing and pushing changes to the forked version of the repository. This process activates a built-in GitHub Actions deployment workflow, significantly reducing the intricacies associated with hosting the site on GitHub Pages. Support is also provided for custom deployment, e.g., on university servers or other cloud infrastructures.

4 Experiment Examples
To illustrate the capabilities of reVISit, we re-implemented two experiments, in addition to several simple instructive examples. A demo site https://revisit.dev/study/, hosts these experiments and examples. The reVISit.spec, stimuli, and components are available at https://github.com/revisit-studies/study/.

4.1 Cleveland and McGill
Building on our example thus far, we describe our re-implementation of the graphical perception experiments [4]. The components and configuration reside in a repository deployed using GitHub pages, ready to collect data. It includes four chart components that can be reused to produce multiple stimuli, each with distinct data parameters sourced from the configuration. Each component can generate visualizations and marks from data in the spec, so that the same implementation can be used in many variations of the experiment.

4.2 Multi-Variate Network Visualization (MVNV)
One goal of reVISit is to support complex visualization experiments. The original MVNV study [16] included 32 tasks across multivariate node-link and matrix visualizations, including questions that must be answered by interacting with the visualization. We include all 16 tasks from the adjacency matrix condition to illustrate advanced reVISit functionality. Similar to the simpler demonstration, tasks are defined in a configuration file, which links to specific stimuli, defined in HTML/JavaScript modules in this case, which render as iFrames. This experiment also makes use of the left sidebar, similar to the original MVNV study (see Figure 1).

5 Discussion
The reVISit project aims to develop infrastructure that will democratize (i.e., make available to broader audiences), accelerate, and advance our ability to conduct web-based and crowdsourced studies. In its current form, reVISit is a suite of modular but compatible tools to design and debug studies of interactive visualization techniques. While there are various commercial and some open/academic frameworks that support these workflows for survey-based research, there is no mature infrastructure that supports experiments based on custom, complex stimuli which are commonly used in visualization research.

Importantly, reVISit is open source, meaning that if the specification and stimuli are published, anyone can easily re-run an experiment exactly as it was originally conducted. reVISit experiments also compile to standard, serverless websites, avoiding potential security issues and complicated setups, which ensures their longevity. This makes research more transparent, reproducible (e.g., enabling replication studies), and open to scrutiny in a manner that can be difficult or impossible with other tools.

While experimenters using reVISit have to edit the specification to customize it to their needs, there is no programming required to create and launch basic experiments (e.g. using images and rating scales only). Advanced experimenters with programming expertise are able to focus on more complex stimuli development. Our dedication to streamlining the user experience allows researchers to concentrate on harnessing the potential of our tool for their projects without the burden of complex deployment procedures.

6 Future Work
reVISit is an NSF funded infrastructure project that is in the prototype phase of its development. This paper focuses on the core components for setting up and running a study. We also sketch our vision below for debugging, analytics, and data collection.

Our approach to debugging studies and study stimuli is based on (a) the ability to rapidly view/edit/deploy a study and (b) to view pilot data and detailed user behavior. We plan to create an interface that facilitates the quick construction of a reVISit.spec configuration. This configuration can be further refined for a comprehensive setup through JSON editing. Based on our integration of provenance tracking, we will be able to, for example, identify participants who did not correctly complete a task and step through every interaction they performed to identify any potential problems, as we have demonstrated in a technology probe [15].

For analytics, we will use a two-pronged approach. First, we will continue making it easy to export data in useful formats so experimenters can run statistical analysis with their preferred tools. Second, we will enable more advanced analyses of participant usage behavior based on event sequences [15]. For example, in the analytics interface, we will enable experimenters to stratify their data based on usage patterns, look at outcomes for the subgroups, and explore the steps of individual participants.

Finally, for qualitative data collection, we intend to make it easier for experimenters to run qualitative studies, such as think-aloud experiments online. We will make recording participant audio possible, automatically transcribing and annotating it, and associating findings, text, and audio snippets with events and/or outcomes.

At the same time, we are actively seeking input from the community so that they can participate in shaping the future of interactive, online experiments.

7 Conclusion
We have introduced reVISit, a new open research infrastructure that enables experimenters to create reproducible online studies efficiently. We have described reVISit.spec, a domain-specific language for defining all aspects of a study, from consent, to training, to stimuli, to data collection modalities. reVISit is modular, easy to deploy, and ready to use by the community. In the future we will continue to develop reVISit capabilities, and seek community input when developing the roadmap for the coming years.
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